Executive summary of the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke conference on Emergency Neurologic Clinical Trials Network.
On March 17 and 18, 2004, the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke sponsored a conference to explore the advisability of establishing a multicenter network designed to perform clinical trials in emergency neurologic conditions. The Emergency Neurology Clinical Trials Network concept was discussed by 25 clinicians and scientists from multiple disciplines. The goal was to improve the overall functional outcome for patients with acute neurologic emergencies. The participants discussed various aspects necessary in evaluating the potential of such a network, including the organization structure, funding, cost-effectiveness, and clinical conditions to be studied. A neurologic emergencies network that is not disease specific would open opportunities for clinical research that would facilitate rapid effective treatment of emergency conditions and lead to improved patient outcomes. In addition, the cost savings realized through economies of scale of such a network would allow more research to be performed at a lower cost.